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A simple protein model of a four-helix bundle motif on a face-centered cubic lattice has been
studied. Total energy of a conformation includes attractive interactions between hydrophobic
residues, repulsive interactions between hydrophobic and polar residues, and a potential that favors
helical turns. Using replica exchange Monte Carlo simulations we have estimated a set of
parameters for which the native structure is a global minimum of conformational energy. Then we
have shown that all the above types of interactions are necessary to guarantee the cooperativity of
folding transition and to satisfy the thermodynamic hypothesis. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1924601g

I. INTRODUCTION

Small globular proteins fold to a well-defined native
structure in a way which resembles the first-order phase tran-
sition. Reduced lattice models give rigorous account for the
physical principles of this cooperative folding transitionssee
reviews1–7 and references thereind. In this paper we attempt
to design a minimal model of protein folding that in a quali-
tative way reproduces the most pronounced features of
globular proteins. On the level of protein geometry, the
model should mimic a proteinlike secondary structure, a
well-defined hydrophobic core, and a unique topology. On
the level of protein energetics, several basic principles
should be satisfied. First, the model should address the phys-
ics of protein interactions, allowing non-native contacts. Sec-
ond, a definition of the force field should be universal, at
least for the most frequent protein folds. Third, the folding
transition temperature should be well defined by the maxi-
mum of heat capacity. This condition means that folding
should be cooperative. Fourth, the native structure should be
a global minimum of free energy for all temperatures below
the folding transition. This is a rigorous formulation of An-
finsen’s thermodynamic hypothesis.8 Finally, the model
should be a minimal one, i.e., all introduced potentials
should be necessary to fulfill the above assumptions.

The protein is modeled as a face-centered cubicsfccd
lattice chain where each residue is reduced to a single united
atom located in a lattice point. The native state has a unique
topology of a four-helix bundle, which is the simplest and
the most frequenta-helical domainspage 38 of Ref. 9d. The
chain’s conformational energy has only three components:
attractive interactions between hydrophobicsHd residues, re-
pulsive interactions between hydrophobic and polarsPd resi-

dues, and a potential that favors helical turns. We have
shown that all components of the force field are necessary to
satisfy the requirements of proteinlike thermodynamics. Re-
cently we have designed a complementaryb motif,10 then
this work may be regarded as the second step toward design-
ing a minimal force field, universal for the most popular
folds.

Our model goes significantly beyond simple cubic lattice
models11–15 and is similar in spirit to several fine-grained
reduced models,16–25but differs from them in the two crucial
ways. First, the tradeoff between resolution and tractability
seems to be better. Indeed, we have only three to four pa-
rameters as in models on a diamond lattice16,17but geometry
is almost such realistic as in models on the “210” lattice19,20

or in off-lattice representations.18,21–23,25Second, we present
a new approach to the analysis of the folding thermodynam-
ics. sid Using replica exchange Monte CarlosREMCd simu-
lations we look forruling structures which could be global
minima of conformational energy for certain parameters.sii d
Then we divide space of parameters oncountriesof these
structures. The country is a set of interaction parameters for
which the ruling structure is of the lowest energy.siii d Next,
we maximize cooperativity in the country of the native struc-
ture andsivd we check if the native is the global minimum of
free energy at the folding temperature.

II. MODEL

There are 12 fcc vectors, which form the base set of the
lattice, base=he0,e1, . . . ,e9,eA ,eBj, where

e0 = s1,1,0d, e1 = s1,− 1,0d, e2 = s1,0,1d,

e3 = s1,0,− 1d, e4 = s0,1,1d, e5 = s0,1,− 1d,

e6 = s0,− 1,1d, e7 = s0,− 1,− 1d, e8 = s− 1,0,1d,
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e9 = s− 1,0,− 1d, eA = s− 1,1,0d, eB = s− 1,− 1,0d.

Points x1,x2 are neighbors on the latticesx1,x2d if there
existsePbase such thatx2=x1+e. Let chain=h1, . . . ,Nj be a
set of residues in a polypeptide chain. A structure of a
polypeptide is represented on the lattice by a one-to-one
function s: chain→ fcc such thatss1d=s0,0,0d and ssid
,ssi +1d for i ,N.

The sequence of a polypeptide chain is defined by its
hydrophobic pattern Pat: chain→ hH ,Pj and its secondary
structure Sec: chain→ ha ,gj, wherea denotes a helical resi-
due andg denotes a flexible loop residue, respectively. Con-
sequently, there are four types of residues, characterized by
their hydrophobicity and flexibility.

Let Quass, id denotes a quadruple of consecutive fcc vec-
tors among pointsssi −2d, ssi −1d, ssid, ssi +1d, andssi +2d of
a given structures. We say that Quass, id forms ana turn, if
it can be superimposed onto one from the following qua-
druples of the base vectors: 1287, 2871, 8712, 7128,A439,
439A, 39A4, and 9A43. A set of alla turns on fcc is denoted
by TRN. Thea helix in s is, by definition, a maximal se-
quence of consecutive residuesssid , . . . ,ss jd such that
Quass, id , . . . ,Quass, jd form a turns. There are two different
helices running in the given direction of fcc. Moreover each
helix contains eight differenta turns. Hence we have 2
31238=192 possiblea turns on fccsequivalently#TRN
=192d.

The above definition of a helix is quite realistic—the
model helices are right handed, and their length is equivalent
to 1.6 Å/residue, which is close to 1.5 Å seen in real pro-
teins. It is also essential that the helices modeled that way
can be packed in a parallel orientation with theb strands
introduced in our previous paper.10 Therefore, it is possible
to design reasonablea /b motifs.

Now we can define three types of molecular interactions.

KHHssd = # hhi, jj:ui − j u . 3,ssid , ss jd,

Patsid = Pats jd = Hj s1ad

KHPssd = # hhi, jj:ui − j u . 1,ssid , ss jd,Patsid Þ Pats jdj

s1bd

Kassd = # hi:Secsid = a,Quass,id P TRNj, s1cd

where the symbol # denotes the number of elements in a set.
Let K ssd=fKHHssd ,KHPssd ,Kassdg be the vector defining the
numbers of various interactions and«=s«HH ,«HP,«ad be the
vector of the force field parameters, which mimic physiologi-
cal conditions. Thus, the conformational energy of a struc-
ture s is defined as a linear combination,Essd;E«ssd
=«TK ssd.

KHH andKHP are the numbers of long-range interactions.
The conditionui − j u.3 in s1ad is needed to assess that two
different helices, running in a given direction, have the same
number of intrahelicalHH contacts.Ka counts the local con-
formational stiffness of the chain. Usually,17,19,21such short-
range propensity is defined by three consecutive backbone
vectors, but the present potentialsfour vectors dependentd
incorporates also helical hydrogen bonds. For comparison,

hydrogen bonds inb sheets have the long-range character,
then in our model of theb motif, we have included these
interactions in specific geometry of contacts between polar
residues.10 Hence in both our models hydrogen bonds are
only implicitly included in the conformational energy.

The target structures0 is a 69-mer ideal four-helix
bundlefFigs. 1sad and 1sbdg, which, using the numbers rep-
resenting the base vectors, could be abbreviated, as shown in
Table I. The following sequence has been designed to be
consistent with the above structure: Secschaind
=g2a11g5a13g4a15g4a13g2 and Patschaind
=sPPHHd3PsPPHHd10sHPPHd4.

III. RESULTS

A. Ruling structures and their countries

A structures! is called theruler if there exist«, such that
E«ss!d,E«ssd for all s, providedK ss!dÞK ssd. The country
of s!, denoted byCss!d, is defined to be a set of all« for
which s! is a ruler. We say that two ruling structures are

FIG. 1. fsAd and sBdg Model four-helix bundle in two alternative projec-
tions. Picture sBd illustrates the well-defined hydrophobic core of the
bundle. Hydrophobic residues are shown in black. Note that two helices
running in the same direction have different geometry.sCd Snapshots of the
four ruling structures which are neighboring tos0 sdefinitions are given in
the textd.
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neighboring rulersif their countries are different and have a
common border. Anfinsen’s hypothesis implies that the na-
tive structures0 is a ruler. We employed the REMC method
to check this fact and to findseventuallyd the native’s neigh-
boring rulers.

We performed a large number of simulations and this
way we have found the natives0, its neighboring ruling
structuress1, . . . ,s4, and another structuress5, . . . ,sk as glo-
bal minima ofE in the very broad range of«. Figure 1scd
showss1, . . . ,s4, Table I gives their string formulas and in-
teraction patterns. Next, we have estimatedCssid, i
=0, . . . ,4 by polygonsCi, which are given by inequalities
Essid,Essjd, i =0, . . . ,4, j =0, . . . ,k, i Þ j . It is evident that
Ci is an upper bound forCssid. On the other hand, we are not
able to find any nonempty lower bound forCssid. However, a
credible confirmation thatCi is a good estimator ofCssid has
been obtained in a large number of independent Monte Carlo
simulations.

To computeC0 we used four inequalitiesEss0d,Essid,
i =1, . . . ,4. While neighboring rulerss1, . . . ,s4 were found
many times in various simulations, no other ruler was ever
recorded in the neighborhood ofs0. Hence, by the interaction
patternssTable Id we obtain

− 13«HH , 17«HP, s2ad

− 16«HH , 15«HP − 2«a, s2bd

− «HH , − «HP − «a, s2cd

− 3«HH . «HP. s2dd

Now it is easy to see that our force field is a minimal one.
Indeed,s2ad ands2dd give −«HH ,«HP.0. Then, froms2cd we
obtain −«a.0. Therefore, we can assume that −«a=1 and
identify Ci with their projections ons«HP,−«HHd which leads
to a thermodynamic mapdrawn in Fig. 2. The terms of ruler,
country, and thermodynamic map are maybe somewhat un-
usual but they are very convenient for illustration of analysis
of the model parameters. There are only a few structures,
which can be in a global minimum ofE in a range of realistic
values of«.

Let us note thatsid all s0, . . . ,s4 have a similar secondary
structure, a hydrophobic core, and a topology which may
mimic conformational mobility of the native structure of real
proteinsspage 104 of Ref. 9d. sii d The second loop of the
designed sequence is one residue longer than the other loops,
i.e., there is an amino acidi for which geometrical conditions

of the a propensity in the native structure are fulfilled,
Quass0, idPTRN, but Secsid=g. This is the reason why there
are two structuress1,s4 which have maximalKa, but exhibit
different packing patternssdenser and looser, respectivelyd
than the native one. This detail is essential for the minimality
of our force field.siii d Similar to the model of theb motif,10

the native structure has maximalKa and we are not able to
separate −«HH and«HP from 0.

B. Thermodynamics

REMC sampling provided data for the analysis of ther-
modynamic properties of the model.26,27 Each experiment
employed 12 replicas with 6.53106 attempts to exchange
replicas and 103 local moves between the exchanges, per
replica. The temperatures of replicas were linearly distrib-
uted around the estimatedsin preliminary simulationsd tran-
sition temperature. A modified multihistogram method was
used for the analysis of data from REMC simulations.26

The thermodynamics of the model system is analyzed in
terms of the density of stateswsE8d=#hs:Essd=E8j. This en-
ables us to define the Boltzmann distribution of states for the
model system.pTsE8d=ZT

−1wsE8dexps−E8 /kBTd, whereZT is
the partition function. We assume without loss of generality
that kB=1. This leads to the definitions of entropy and free
energy: SsE8d=kB logfwsE8dg and FTsE8d=E8−TSsE8d
=−kBTflogfpTsE8dg+logsZTdg. At an infinite temperature the
mean system energy can be estimated askEl`

=SE8E8wsE8d /SE8wsE8d. Subsequently, an equivalent of the
system calorimetric enthalpy could be defined asDEcal

=kEl`−Enative. The ratio of van’t Hoff and calorimetric en-
thalpy is a conventional way to measure the transition coop-
erativity, k=2TmaxfkBCvsTmaxdg1/2/DEcal.

Similar to the previous work, the highest cooperativity
has been observed on the edge ofC0, where the contributions
from long-range interactions are the largest one. Our results
are summarized in Fig. 3.

Figure 3sad shows that the folding transition temperature
Tf =0.48 is well defined by the maximum ofCv. In our model
the cooperativity is smaller than that observed by others21,24

TABLE I. Strings of the base vectors and numbers of particular interactions
for the native and ruling structuress1, . . . ,s4. To shorten notation, we define
four quadruples of the base vectors:w=8712, x=5980, y=439A, and z
=B326.

Structure String KHH KHP Ka

s0 12w3820x35984w4879x4 53 22 52
s1 26z3A8y48z4B35x4 66 39 52
s2 2x28 971 844y48z4B35x4 69 37 50
s3 12w3820x35984w4879x35982 54 21 51
s4 12w3840x35984w4879x4 44 19 52

FIG. 2. A thermodynamic map.C0 and C1, . . . ,C4 are estimators of the
countries of the native structure and its neighboring rulers, respectively. A
dashed triangle denotes the area, where folding has not been observed. The
star symbol indicates parameters for the analysis of the system’s
thermodynamics.
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for somewhat similara motifs, but their force field contained
more parameterss7 and 14, respectivelyd. We can easily im-
prove the cooperativity by augmenting specificity of long-
range interactionsse.g., we can expand hydrophobic pattern
to five types of residues:H, P, positively charged, negatively
charged, and neutrald. Another way of enhancing folding co-
operativity is to include many-body interactions or a local-
nonlocal couplingsreviewed recently by Chanet al.7d. How-
ever, such changes lead to increase of the number of
parameters and are not consistent with minimality of the
model. Let us note that recent off-lattice Go models28 of
chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 exhibit roughly the same cooperat-
ivity as our models. Moreover, as explained in that paper,28

only the base line-subtracted ratiokssd is a proper measure of
the experimentally observed two-state cooperativity. We
have obtainedkssd equal to 0.81 and 0.996 for thea and b
motif, respectively. The smaller value ofk obtained here for

the a motif is probably not a serious drawback of our mini-
mal model, because there are some real differences in coop-
erativity of a and b motifs. Indeed, unfoldeda structures
have more native contacts and more native hydrogen bonds,
that may lead to a lower energetic barrier and weaker calo-
rimetric cooperativity of the folding transition.

The free-energy plots at the transition temperature are
shown in Fig. 3sbd. Due to the discrete character of the
model there is no single line and the free energy can assume
various scattered values for almost the entire range of the
system energies. In spite of this, the free-energy barrier be-
tween the low- and the high-energy states is well pronounced
and provides the signature an all-or-none folding transition.
Moreover Fig. 3sbd shows thats0 is the global minimum of
FT in Tf. Because the thermodynamic map confirms thats0 is
the global minimum ofE=limT→0FT, then it follows easily
that the native structure is the global minimum ofFT for
every 0øTøTf. Thus, the thermodynamical hypothesis is
satisfied.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present model has the well-defined concept of sec-
ondary structure, hydrophobic core, and fold topology, fun-
damental features of protein geometry. The ground state of
the model is similar to the native state of a large class of
globular proteins—the four-helix bundle. Similar idealized
helical bundles were designed in experimental
laboratories29,30usually employing only six different types of
amino acids. The four-letter code for the model sequence
captures fundamental properties of amino acids: hydropho-
bicity and secondary structure preferences. The amphipatic
pattern of our model sequencesPPHHPPHHdn differs only
slightly from the ideal helical pattern of real proteins
sPPHPPHHdn. This difference is due to the fcc lattice rep-
resentation.

The model has no target interaction of Go type, and
therefore accounts for yet another important feature of pro-
teins, a competition between various interactions. The short-
range conformational preferences of the model account for
the hydrogen bonds, excluded volume, and other physical
interactions controlling local stiffness of real polypeptides.
The long-range interactions of the model mimic the average
effect of hydrophobic interactions in proteins. We cannot rig-
orously derive these interactions as potentials of mean force.
However, proteinlike thermodynamics of the model provides
strong evidence that its general physics is qualitatively cor-
rect.

For these reasons the present model differs qualitatively
from the “toy” HP models where the ground-state conforma-
tion is usually assumed in the form of a maximally compact
cube on the simple cubic lattice.11–15 These toy models sat-
isfy at most just one of the geometrical requirements postu-
lated here for a more realistic proteinlike model. The simple
HP models may have a hydrophobic core, however, the no-
tion of secondary structure is essentially ignored and the to-
pology of the target ground-state structures is far from being
proteinlike.

Our model is similar in spirit to the models studied in the

FIG. 3. The thermodynamics of thea motif for s«HH ,«HP,«ad
=s−0.51,0.45,−1d in comparison with the b-motif sRef. 10d for
s«HH ,«HP,«PP,«bd=s−0.79,0.65,−0.81,−1d. sAd Heat capacity vs tempera-
ture for thea motif ssolid lined and theb motif sdashed lined. Transition
temperaturessvertical dotted linesd and cooperativity coefficients areT
=0.48, k=0.47 for thea motif and T=0.58, k=0.71 for theb motif sBd.
Free energy vs conformational energy. The inset gives the values ofE for
the native structure and its neighboring rulers.
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past16–25and bases on the same principles as the model of the
b-type structure studied in our previous paper.10 The set of
interactions of the present model closely resembles the force
field of the continuous models investigated by Thirumalai
and co-workers and by Head-Gordon and co-workers.18,21–25

All these models are based on a similar reduced representa-
tion and alphabet of amino acids. Their conformational en-
ergy is composed of short-range propensity andHP-type in-
teractions. The models stress upon the interplay between
short-range and long-range interactions, which seems to be
one of the most fundamental features of the protein’s phys-
ics.

What then are the specific properties of the model de-
scribed here that distinguish it from the models studied pre-
viously? The following are the most important features of the
present approach:

s1d When compared with the simple cubic or diamond lat-
tice protein models,11–17,24 the present models have a
more realistic geometry. In both our models there exist
structures with the same secondary structure propensi-
ties and topology as in the native structure, but exhib-
iting denser packing order. Minimal models should
mimic conformational mobility of real proteins.

s2d In respect to the continuous models,18,21–23,25 the
present model allows for more precise analysis of its
properties. In particular,sid the native structure is well
defined, with unique topology and unique pattern of
interactions.sii d Then it was possible to show in a rig-
orous fashion, starting from the thermodynamic hy-
pothesis, that the proposed force field is indeed the
minimal one. Nonzero values of all the components of
the interaction scheme are the consequences of the re-
quirement that the energy of the native structure has to
be lower than the energy of all the competitive struc-
tures. The minimal character of the force field has been
proved here for a single specific sequence. However, it
should be pointed out that the findings for the analo-
gous b-type structure10 were similar and both se-
quences were designed to mimic the most common se-
quence patterns seen in small globular proteins. Of
course, it cannot be excluded that for some peculiar
sequences the minimal requirements for the force field
would be different. What our works show is that for the
“realistic” sequences the three to four types of interac-
tions are necessary in order to reproduce cooperative,
all-or-none, folding transition into a unique nativelike
globular structure.

s3d There is one more qualitative difference between the
present models and the majority of simple idealizedHP
models studied by others. The simple realizations of the
HP models assumed attractive interactions only be-
tween the hydrophobic residuesswith the exception of
the model by Socci and Onuchic11 in which interactions
between the polar residues are also attractived. In our
previous paper describing theb motif, we have shown
that thePP type of interactions for the “parallel” on-
surface contacts has to be attractive. In the helical
model studied here these parallelPP interactions are

incorporated in the helical turn propensity. Interest-
ingly, a recent comprehensive analysis of various statis-
tical contact potentialssCPsd for globular protein mod-
eling and fold recognition also indicated that
interactions between the polar side groups are
attractive.31 We have analyzed 29 matrices of CPs,
mostly new and used by groups that were the most
successful in predicting protein structure from the
amino acid sequence in recent CASP experiments. Al-
most all studied CPs can be approximated with a cor-
relation greater than 0.8 by the following formula:

eij = c0 − hihj, 1 ø i, j ø 20, s3d

wherec0 is a constant and the residue-type dependent vector
h=shid is highly s0.9d correlated to one of the one-body hy-
drophobicity scales. In our model of theb motif, long-range
interactions can be exactly rewritten in the forms3d, where
c0=−0.075,hH=−0.85, andhP=0.86. Similarly, in the Socci
and Onuchic model11 we can putc0=−2, hH=−1, andhP

=1. Hence the formulas3d describes the dominant property
of amino acid interactions leading to attraction between
hydrophobic/polar like-type residues and repulsions between
unlike-type residues that gives the spatial segregation be-
tween a protein’s hydrophobic interior and polar surface. In
several very successful knowledge-based force fields for pro-
tein structure predictions the interactions between the polar
groups in the parallel orientation are on average stronger, and
more specific, than the interactions between hydrophobic
side groups.32

V. CONCLUSIONS

The work shows that the proposed model of intraprotein
interactions is a minimal one. All components of its force
field are necessary for the proteinlike uniqueness of the na-
tive structuresAnfinsen’s thermodynamic hypothesisd and
the two-state folding transition. Therefore, the model pro-
vides a very plausible picture of the interplay between the
short- and long-range interactions and explains the basic
physics of the two-state folding transition.

We believe that this model may provide a universal base-
ment for designing more realistic simplified lattice models.
The previous10 and the present works focused onb and a
motifs, respectively. Studies of minimala /b model polypep-
tides are now in progress.
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